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Increased Basal REM Sleep But No Difference 
in Dark Induction or Light Suppression of 
REM Sleep in Flinders Rats with 
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Increased c/wli11ergic se11siti-uity in the central nervous 
system lzas been postulated to account for some of the 
neuroendocrine ab11ormalities and sleep disturbances seen 
in human depressives. The Flinders Sensitive Line (FSL) 
rats, which exhibit incrensed sensitivity to cholinergic 
agents, have been shown to hm.1e REM sleep patterns 
similar to those seen i11 depressiI1es, including shorter REM 
sleep latency and increased daily percentage of REM sleep. 

We studied the response of FSL and control rats to brief 
dark pulses administered during the normal light period 
(which are known to stimulate REM sleep in albino rats) 
and to brief light pulses during the normal dark period 
(which suppress REM sleep in albino rats) to determine 
whether these responses are affected by central c/10/inergic 
hypersensitiuity. FSL rats showed REM sleep patterns 
indistinguishable from controls during light or dark pulses, 
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The Flinders Sensitive Line (FSL) and Flinders Resis
tant Line (FRL) of rats were developed from the Sprague-
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which docs not support the primary involvement of 
cholincrgic systems in this mechanism of REM sleep 
regulation. 

We also examined REM and non-REM (NREM) sleep 
patterns in FSL rats and their controls to determine 
whether they show sleep continuity disturbances or 
decreased sleep intensity as seen in depression. In 
agreement with an earlier study, we found that FSL rats had 
more daily REM sleep and accumulated less NREM sleep 
between REM bouts than controls. Duration of NREM 
sleep bouts, total daily NREM sleep time, and EEG 
amplitude of NREM sleep did not differ between FSL 
and control rats, suggesting that the c/wlincrgic 
abnormalities in FSL rats do not produce substantial 
NREM sleep changcs.[Neuropsychopharmacology 
15:45-51, 1996] 

Dawley line to provide models of differential cholin
ergic sensitivity based on hypothermic responses to 
cholinergic agonists (Overstreet 1986). FSL rats show 
higher cholinergic supersensitivity than FRL rats in two 
cholinergically mediated behaviors: increased hypo
thermia in response to oxotremorine sesquifumerate, 
and increased REM sleep. Cholinergic systems are 
clearly involved in REM sleep generation: REM sleep is 
enhanced following the administration of cholinergic 
agonists in the pons (Hernandez-Peon et al. 1963); anti
cholinergic agents, in contrast, cause significant REM 
sleep suppression (Domino et al. 1968). 

We studied REM sleep regulation by light and dark 
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stimulation in FSL rats and control FRL rats to deter
mine whether lights-off triggering of REM sleep is me
diated by cholinergic mechanisms. It has been demon
strated previously in albino rats that light inhibits REM 
sleep (Fishman and Roffwarg 1972) and that transitions 
from light to dark can stimulate REM sleep episodes 
(Lisk and Sawyer 1966; Rechtschaffen et al. 1969; Benca 
et al. 1991; Leung et al. 1992). Since both FSL and FRL 
rats are albino, exposures to brief dark and light pulses 
were employed to test susceptibility to REM sleep in
duction and suppression. If light-dark regulation of 
REM sleep is mediated by cholinergic mechanisms, FSL 
rats might be expected to show less suppression of REM 
sleep during lights-on and/ or increased REM sleep 
triggering following lights-off than FRL rats. 

FSL rats have also been proposed as an animal 
model in which to study the presumed cholinergic ab
normalities in depression. A previous study of sleep in 
FSL rats has demonstrated that, like depressives, FSL 
rats have a shorter latency from sleep onset to REM 
sleep and an increased REM percentage of total sleep 
(Shiromani et al. 1988). It is not known whether the 
sleep changes in depression result from cholinergic ab
normalities alone, although it has been proposed that 
cholinergic mechanisms may suppress slow-wave sleep 
(Steriade et al. 1991). We examined uninterrupted sleep 
in FSL and FRL rats to determine whether non-REM 
(NREM) sleep abnormalities seen in depressives may also 
be detected in rats with increased cholinergic sensitivity. 

METHODS 

FSL and FRL rats were obtained from the viral-free col
ony maintained at the University of North Carolina. 
Both strains were deriYed from Sprague-Dawley rats 
based on their responses to the anticholinesterase diiso
propylfluorophosphate (DFP) (Overstreet et al. 1979). 
FSL rats were bred from animals that exhibited a large 
hypothermic response following DFP challenge, whereas 
FRL rats were bred from rats with minimal temperature 
decreases. Rats used in this study were challenged with 
the cholinergic agonist oxotremorine at the time of 
weaning and again following physiological recording 
to confirm their sensitiYity or resistance to cholinergic 
challenge (Overstreet et al. 1992). 

Rats aged approximately 100 to 200 days and weigh
ing 400 to 550 g were anesthetized with ketamine (87 
mg/kg) and xylazine (13 mg/kg) and implanted with 
screw EEG electrodes in the skull and silver plate EMC 
electrodes in the temporalis muscle (Bergmann et al. 
1987, 1989). 

After at least 1 week of recovery from surgery, rats 
were placed in individual sound-attenuated recording 
chambers and connected to recording cables suspended 
from commutators that allowed free movement. Rats 
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were maintained on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark sched
ule, with a light intensity between 100 and 150 lux at the 
cage floor during the light period. Food and water were 
available ad libitum, and cage temperature was main
tained at 28° :±: 2°. 

After 3 to 5 days of adaptation to the recording cages, 
4 days of baseline sleep data followed by 4 days of dark 
pulse stimulation were obtained. Baseline data were ob
tained for nine animals of each strain. Dark pulse stim
ulation trials were performed on nine FSL and eight of 
the 9 FRL animals because the head plug on one FRL 
animal malfunctioned during the first day of stimula
tion. Dark pulse stimulation was performed as de
scribed previously (Benca et al. 1991). Briefly, cage 
lights were turned off for 5 minutes of every 30-minute 
period during the 12-hour light period. Dark pulse tri
als were begun 3 hours and 25 minutes into the normal 
light period, except for two rats (one FSL and one FRL) 
whose triggering trials began 25 minutes into the 12-
hour light period. The schedules permitted a total of 17 
dark pulse trials per day. 

An additional four FSL and FRL rats were subjected 
to light pulse stimulation. Beginning 25 minutes after 
the start of the 12-hour dark period, cage lights were 
turned on for 5 of every 30 minutes for a total of 17 tri
als per day. After four days, the light pulse duration 
was increased to 10 minutes for 4 days (i.e., rats were 
exposed to 10 minutes of light beginning every 30 min
utes during the dark period). 

Lateral EEG, midline EEG containing hippocampal 
theta waves, and temporalis EMG were recorded con
tinuously on a Grass polygraph. Signals were also 
stored in a computerized sleep staging system accord
ing to standard techniques for this laboratory (Berg
mann et al. 1987). Twenty-four-hour records were 
scored in 30-s epochs as waking (W), REM sleep, and 
three substages of NREM sleep distinguished on the ba
sis of EEG amplitude-[low EEG voltage (LS), medium 
EEG voltage (HS]), or high EEG voltage (HS2)] NREM 
sleep. All computer scoring was reviewed by visual in
spection of polygraph records and overruled on any ob
\'ious disagreements (about 0.4°/4, of epochs). Sleep data 
were scored by an individual unaware of the strain 
identities of the rats. 

In order to facilitate comparison with an earlier 
study (Shiromani et al. 1988), we analyzed several pa
rameters (number of REM sleep bouts, REM sleep bout 
length, REM cycle length, interbout interval, and 
NREM sleep bout length) by dividing baseline data into 
6-hour blocks, beginning with the dark cycle (i.e., quar
ters 1 and 2 represented the dark period, quarters 3 and 
4 represented the light period). The following measures 
were calculated for each strain by quarter of the day: 
number of REM sleep bouts (defined as periods of REM 
sleep interrupted by no more than one 30-s epoch of W 
or NREM sleep); duration of the REM sleep bouts in 
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Table 1. Sleep Stage Percentages for Baseline and Dark Pulse Triggering Days 

II Wake REM LS HSl HS2 

Baseline 
FSL lJ 42.12 =: 1.99 7.80 = 1.25'' 2.9lJ :+: 0.39 26.89 :+: 1.20 20.19 =: 1.20 
FRL lJ 42.28 = 3.67 6.47 :+: 0.60 2.58 :+: 0.43 27.78 :+: 2.24 20.88 = 2.24 

Dark pulse 
stimulation 
FSL lJ 41.60 :+: 2.49 8.06 :+: 1.33" 3.21 :+: 0.29 26.48 :+: l .4lJ 20.65 :+: 1.91 
FRL 8 42.33 :+: 3.48 6.37 :+: 0.79 2.46 :+: 0.41 27.80 :+: 1.87 21.05 :+: 1.76 

A/Jbrez,f11!io11s: LS = low-voltage NREM sleep, HSl = medium-voltage NREM sleep, HS2 = high-voltage 
NREM sleep. Wakl' and sleep stage percentages of total time for 4 days of baseline and 4 days of dark pulse 
stimulation are exprl'ssed as means :+: SEM. Data from only eight FRL rats were available from dark pulse 
stimulation davs because of head-plug failure in one rat. 

"FSL rats h,1d significantly more REM sleep than FRL rats at I'< .002. 1':o other significant stage differences 
\Ven' noted bet\vecn strains or across conditions. 

minutes; REM cycle length (time from the beginning of 
one REM sleep bout to the beginning of the next REM 
sleep bout); inter-REM bout interval in minutes (time 
elapsed from the end of one REM sleep bout to the be
ginning of the next REM sleep bout); amount of NREM 
sleep in minutes occurring between REM sleep bouts 
(measured as interbout interval minus wake time); and 
duration of NREM sleep bouts in minutes (defined as 
periods of NREM sleep interrupted by no more than 
one 30-s epoch of W or REM sleep). EEG amplitudes of 
REM sleep and NREM sleep in FSL and FRL rats were 
also compared. Since amplitudes was recorded as the 
rectified integrated value in arbitrary units for each 30-s 
epoch, amplitude ratios were calculated. Mean REM or 
NREM sleep EEG amplitudes were divided by the mean 
value of wake EEG amplitudes for each rat for each day 
during baseline. Twenty-four-hour EEG recordings were 
inspected visually to ensure that no significant artifacts 
were present in EEG on days used to calculate ampli
tude ratios. The histograms of EEG amplitude were also 
examined to verify the absence of significant amounts 
of outlying data. Sleep parameters were evaluated us
ing analysis of variance (ANOVA), regression analysis, 
and paired comparison t-tests. REM sleep triggering by 
dark pulses was considered to be significant if the Wil
coxon signed rank test on REM sleep time for the 5 min
utes of the dark pulse versus the 5 minutes preceding 
the dark pulse showed a significant increase (p < .05) 
over all trials for the rat tested. Conversely, REM sleep 
suppression by light pulses was considered significant 
if the Wilcoxon signed rank test on REM sleep time for 
the 5 (or 10) minutes of the light pulse versus the 5 (or 
10) minutes preceding the light pulse showed a de
crease at p less than .05 over all trials for that rat. 

RESULTS 

Twenty-four-hour mean percentages of wake and sleep 
stages for nine pairs of FSL and FRL rats during base-

line and dark pulse stimulation days are shown in Table 
1. FSL rats had significantly greater amounts of REM 
sleep than FRL rats during baseline, a finding consistent 
with that of a previous report (Shiromani et al. 1988). 
They also had more REM sleep on dark pulse stimula
tion days. No significant differences in other stage per
centages were observed between FSL and FRL rats, and 
dark pulse stimulation had no appreciable effects on 
any total daily sleep stage parameters, including 
amount of REM sleep. 

Sleep architecture during baseline days was exam
ined across the four 6-hour quarters of the day. Both 
strains had more REM sleep bouts during the two light 
periods than during the two dark periods (p < .005). 
Bout lengths in both strains were longer during the 
light periods (p < .005). FSL rats had significantly more 
REM sleep bouts across the day than FRL rats (FRL = 
50.75 :+:: 3.18, FSL = 67.67 :+:: 7.99; p < .01). The mean du
ration of REM sleep bouts did not differ significantly 
between the two strains across the day, however (FRL = 
1.74 :+:: 0.14 minutes, FSL = 1.58 :+:: 0.21 minutes). 

As expected from their larger number of REM sleep 
bouts, FSL rats had a shorter REM cycle length (p < .OL 
by repeated-measures ANOVA; data not shown) and 
showed a trend for shorter time intervals between REM 
sleep bouts than FRL rats (p = .061; Figure 1). Both 
strains had significantly longer inter-REM intervals in 
the dark, their usual waking period, than in the light 
(p < .02). FSL rats showed significantly less NREM 
sleep between REM sleep bouts across the day than did 
FRL rats (FRL = 13.20 :+:: 2.46 minutes, FSL = 10.36 :+:: 
2.12 minutes; p < .02). In both strains, however, the 
amount of NREM sleep between REM sleep bouts was 
nearly constant across the day. 

Further analysis of NREM sleep was performed by 
calculating mean duration of NREM episodes across the 
four 6-hour periods of the day. Although mean lengths 
of NREM bouts were significantly greater during the 
light periods (p < .005t no significant differences were 
noted between the strains across the day. Since EEG am-
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Figure 1. Intervals between REM sleep bouts in minutes 
expressed as means::':: SEM for FRL (top panel) and FSL (bot
tom panel) rats for each quarter of the day. Hours 0-12 repre
sent the dark (active) period; hours 12-24 represent the light 
(rest) period. Inter-REM bout intervals were significantly 
longer during the dark period for both strains (p < .001). (C; 
Wake; • NREM) Mean duration of intervals across the day 
tended to be higher in FRL rats (p < .061). NREM accumula
tion between REM sleep bouts did not differ across the day 
within either strain, although FSL rats obtained significantly 
less NREM sleep between REM sleep bouts than FRL rats 
across the day (p < .02). 

plitude has been described as a measure of sleep inten
sity, amplitudes of NREM and REM sleep were also 
compared between strains. There were no differences 
between strains in the normalized REM or NREM sleep 
EEG amplitudes; NREM/W amplitude ratios were 
1.70 :+:: 0.06 for FSL and 1.70 :+:: 0.05 for FRL rats, and 
REM/W amplitude ratios were 0.99 :+:: 0.03 for FSL and 
0.96 :+:: 0.02 for FRL rats. 

To determine the effects of increased central cholin
ergic sensitivity on REM sleep regulation by light-dark 
stimulation, FSL and FRL rats were subjected to 4 days 
of dark pulse stimulation. All but one rat of each strain 
were exposed to dark pulse stimulation during the last 
8 hours of the light cycle, since it had been demon
strated that FSL rats obtained proportionately more 
REM sleep during the latter part of the light cycle as 
compared to FRL rats (Shiromani et al. 1988). Data from 
the one FSL and one FRL rat exposed to dark pulses 
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Figure 2. REM sleep percent of time are plotted for 30-s 
epochs of the 5-minute dark pulses and the light periods 
immediately preceding and following the dark pulses. Data 
represent group mean values for the nine FSL (dotted line) 
and eight FRL (solid line) rats obtained at the standard back
ground light condition (100-150 lux). Shaded bar represents 
5-minute lights-off period. 

during the first 8 hours of the light cycle were not sig
nificantly different from their respective groups, so data 
from all animals within each strain were combined. All 
FRL rats and all but one FSL rat showed significant 
REM sleep induction by dark pulses when background 
light intensity was 100 to 150 lux; the single nontrigger
ing FSL rat showed significant REM sleep induction by 
dark pulses at a higher background light intensity 
(2,500 lux; results not shown). For the purposes of com
paring the two strains under similar conditions, only 
data obtained under standard illumination (100-150 
lux) are reported. As shown in Figure 2 and Table 2, FSL 
rats showed a trend toward greater REM sleep amounts 
in the 5-minute periods immediately preceding and fol
lowing the dark pulses than did FRL rats, but these dif
ferences did not reach statistical significance. Repeated
measures ANOVA of REM sleep amounts in the 5-minute 
dark pulses and the 5-minute light periods immediately 
preceding and following the dark pulses revealed no 
significant difference between strains or any significant 
interaction of strain with period. Both strains showed 
significant increases in REM sleep during the dark 
pulses and significant suppression of REM sleep in the 

Table 2. Dark Pulse Triggering of REM Sleep 

Preceding Following 
5 Minutes 5-Minute 5-Minutes 

Strain n Lights-On Dark Pulse Lights-On 

REM % of Total Time 
FSL 9 13.7 ::':: 6.0 35.2 ::':: 7.6 4.7 ::':: 3.1 
FRL 8 8.9 ::':: 3.3 38.0 ::':: 6.6 1.9 ::':: 1.2 

REM % of Total Sleep 
FSL 9 16.1 ::':: 6.6 45.1 ::':: 10.0 6.9 ::':: 3.9 
FRL 8 11.4 ::':: 4.2 48.9 ::':: 7.3 3.2 ::':: 2.1 

Values expressed as mean -:: SD. Within each strain, REM sleep per
centages (of both total time and total sleep) differed significantly (p < .01 
after Bonferroni correction) from REM sleep percentages in the other 
5-minute periods. 
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lights-on periods immediately following the dark 
pulses in comparison to the preceding 5-minute lights
on periods (Table 2; Figure 2). 

To assess further whether REM sleep inhibition by 
light differs in FSL versus FRL rats, four additional 
pairs of animals were subjected to 5- and 10-minute 
light pulses during the 12-hour dark period. As seen in 
Figure 3, REM sleep amounts before, during, and after 
light pulses did not differ significantly between strains, 
as determined by repeated-measures ANOVA of REM 
sleep amounts during the 5- or 10-minute light pulses 
compared to the corresponding equal-length dark peri
ods immediately preceding and following the light 
pulses. REM sleep increases in the lights-off periods im
mediately following light pulses were smaller after 5 
minutes than after 10 minutes of light pulses in both 
FSL and FRL rats. 

DISCUSSION 

A previous study of sleep patterns in FSL rats has 
shown that they obtain more REM sleep as a percentage 
of total sleep time, enter REM sleep more rapidly from 
NREM sleep, and have a shorter REM sleep cycle length 
(time between the beginnings of two successive REM 
sleep bouts) in comparison with control FRL rats (Shiro
mani et al. 1988). It has been suggested that increased 
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Figure 3. REM sleep percent of time are plotted for 30-sec
ond epochs of the 5-minute (A) or IO-minute (B) light pulses 
and the dark periods immediately preceding and following 
the light pulses. Data represent group mean values for four 
FSL (dotted line) and four FRL (solid line) rats. Light intensity 
was 100-150 lux during lights-on. Shaded bar indicates lights
off periods. 
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numbers of central muscarinic receptors may lead to ac
celeration of the REM sleep cycle, and thus to increases 
in overall REM sleep amounts. 

We investigated normal sleep patterns in FSL and 
FRL rats in a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle and as
sessed their responses to REM sleep stimulation by 
dark pulses and suppression by light pulses. In agree
ment with Shiromani et al. (1988), we found that during 
baseline conditions FSL rats exhibited significantly 
greater REM sleep percent of total time as well as of to
tal sleep; no strain differences were observed in wake or 
NREM sleep parameters. Further analysis of sleep cy
cles across the 24-hour period in the two strains con
firmed that FSL rats had significantly more bouts of 
REM sleep across the day, whereas REM sleep bout 
lengths were comparable between the two strains. 

To investigate the nature of the reduced REM sleep 
cycle length, we analyzed the time periods between 
REM sleep bouts across the day. Although FSL rats 
showed a tendency for shorter inter-REM bout inter
vals, the difference between strains did not reach signif
icance. However, the accumulation of NREM sleep be
tween REM sleep bouts was significantly lower in FSL 
than in FRL rats. Furthermore, the amounts of NREM 
sleep obtained between REM sleep bouts remained con
stant across the day within each strain, although inter
REM bout intervals lengthened dramatically during the 
12-hour active period. These findings are consistent 
with the reduced REM sleep cycle length and shorter la
tency to REM sleep in FSL rats reported earlier (Shiro
mani et al. 1988). 

It does not appear that the differences in REM sleep 
cycle length can be accounted for by differences in pres
sure for NREM sleep per se, since daily NREM times 
were similar in FSL and FRL rats. However, there could 
be differences between FSL and FRL rats in the quality 
of NREM sleep, which might account for the differences 
in REM-NREM sleep relationships. Quality of NREM 
sleep is often defined as some function of EEG ampli
tude and time (Borbely 1987), and previous studies 
have used EEG amplitude as a measure of sleep inten
sity in rats (Mistlberger et al. 1987a, and 1987b). To com
pare NREM sleep intensity in FSL versus FRL rats, EEG 
amplitude of NREM sleep was calculated in relation
ship to waking amplitude. No differences were ob
served between strains. NREM sleep was not more 
fragmented in FSL rats, as indicated by the similar 
mean durations in NREM sleep bouts in FSL and FRL 
rats. Thus, the data presented here do not suggest that 
primary deficits in NREM sleep in FSL rats accounts for 
the observed changes in REM sleep behavior. Rather, 
they indicate a positive, albeit not identical, relationship 
between NREM and REM sleep expression in the two 
strains. 

We studied the effects of dark pulse stimulation on 
REM sleep in FSL and FRL rats, as the transition from 
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light to dark has been shown to cause a rapid induction 
of REM in albino rats (Benca et al. 1991; Leung et al. 
1992). It was of interest to determine whether FSL rats 
would show increased triggering of REM sleep com
pared to FRL rats in response to dark pulses, which 
would both support the hypothesis that REM sleep is 
more easily induced in FSL rats and suggest the in
volvement of a cholinergic mechanism in this behavior. 
Surprisingly, during the 5-minute dark pulses the rates 
of REM sleep induction and the overall amounts of 
REM sleep obtained were similar in FSL and FRL rats. 
FSL rats, however, showed a trend toward higher mean 
percentages of REM sleep in the 5-minute periods be
fore and after dark pulses, in keeping with their higher 
overall REM sleep percentages. That these differences 
did not reach significance may be due to the inherent 
conservatism of the Bonferroni correction, as well as 
perturbations of the system caused by massive REM 
sleep increases during dark pulse triggering. There 
were no significant strain differences in the magnitudes 
of the REM sleep triggering responses. One possible ex
planation for this phenomenon is that REM sleep induc
tion following lights-off may in part represent release 
from REM sleep suppression by light. The relatively 
long periods of light exposure in the dark pulse para
digm could have caused maximum induction of REM 
sleep "need" in both strains, resulting in a ceiling effect 
during the triggering period, thus making it impossible 
to detect strain differences in REM sleep responses to 
dark pulses. If REM sleep "need" builds up at a faster 
rate in FSL rats, greater REM sleep triggering in FSL vs. 
FRL rats might be expected following shorter light 
pulses. Therefore, FSL and FRL rats were exposed to 
5-minute and 10-minute light pulses to assess the REM 
sleep-suppressive effects of light as well as REM sleep 
rebound following lights-off stimulation. REM sleep 
was equivalently suppressed during light pulses in 
both strains, and no differences in REM sleep triggering 
by lights-off were observed. REM sleep immediately 
following 5-minute light pulses was not significantly 
higher than in the dark periods immediately preceding 
the light pulses in either strain. Significant increases in 
REM sleep above levels seen during the dark periods 
preceding light pulses were observed in both strains af
ter 10-minute light pulses (p < .005), a finding consis
tent with the hypothesis that lights-off REM sleep trig
gering above baseline levels normally seen during light 
periods may depend at least in part on prior REM sleep 
suppression by light. 

FSL rats were originally developed to model the cho
linergic abnormalities in human depressives. As such, 
they provide a paradigm in which to study the role of 
the cholinergic system in a variety of behavioral 
changes associated with depression, including sleep ab
normalities. However, they do not appear to show the 
deficits in slow-wave sleep (as would be indicated by 
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decreased EEG amplitude) or sleep continuity disrup
tions (such as decreased total sleep time, prolonged 
sleep latency, or reduced sleep efficiency) usually seen 
in depression (reviewed in Benca et al. 1992). It is possi
ble that these latter abnormalities are not related to cho
linergic hypersensitivity, although recent studies have 
suggested that cholinergic activity may suppress delta 
activity in NREM sleep (Steriade et al. 1991). There is no 
evidence to date that the FSL rats exhibit abnormalities 
in the noradrenergic system, which could be relevant to 
the lack of NREM sleep abnormalities (Overstreet 1993; 
Overstreet and Janowksy 1991). 

Alternatively, rats may not express the full range of 
sleep abnormalities seen in humans. Longitudinal stud
ies of sleep in patients during depression and remission 
have suggested that sleep abnormalities may relate to 
both the acute state of depression and trait like features 
that persist during clinical remission (Hauri et al. 1974; 
Coble et al. 1979; Rush et al. 1986). It is not known 
whether FSL rats model acute depression or the more 
trait like components of depression, and which of the 
two relates to increased cholinergic sensitivity. 

The physiological mechanisms by which increased 
muscarinic receptor density in FSL rats leads to in
creases in REM sleep are not known. REM sleep trigger
ing by dark pulses and REM sleep suppression by light, 
however, were not different in FSL and FRL rats. The re
sults suggest that the mechanism of REM sleep regula
tion by light-dark stimulation may not be identical to 
normal REM sleep induction. Furthermore, light-dark 
regulation of REM sleep in albino rats may not be medi
ated primarily by cholinergic systems and/ or may be 
unaffected by cholinergic hypersensitivity. 
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